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ABSTRACT

Exact numerical calculation of ensemble averaged length-scale dependent conductance
for the ID Anderson model is shown to support an earlier conjecture for a conductance
minimum. Numerical results can be understood in terms of the Thouless expression for
the conductance and the Wigner level-spacing statistics.
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In a recent brief report1 two of us have re-examined analytically the

question of divergence of the ensemble averaged conductance of a weakly

disordered one-dimensional (ID) conductor found by several workers2. More

specifically, following the method of invariant imbedding1 it was shown that

the divergence of the averaged conductance for all sample lengths (L) ob-

tained explicitly or implied in many earlier calculations2 is due to the neglect

of the statistical correlation between the phase of the reflected wave ampli-

tude and the random potential. The correlation is strong for weak disorder

and small length1'3. In the limit of weak disorder and small length (L <

localization length) a proper treatment of this correlation gave a finite value

for the averaged conductance < G{L) > bounded by 1/L dependence. This

short-length behaviour together with the known uniform distribution of the

phase for weak disorder and large sample length3, which gave the divergent

< G(L) >, led us to expect a conductance minimum as function of length.

In this note we report results of numerical calculation on a ID Anderson

lattice-Hamiltonian with up to N=200 sites that gives finite < G(L) > and

supports our expectation for the minimum. For strong disorder, however,

our numerical work yields exponential decrease of < G(L) > with L. Our

calculation is based on the microscopic Kubo-Greenwood expression for the

conductivity. Our results can be understood in terms of the Thouless expres-

sion for the conductance and the statistics of level spacing following from the

well known random-matrix theory of Wigner4. The latter has formed the

basis of several recent analyses of mesoscopic fluctuations5.

The Anderson Hamiftonian for our ID chain of N non-degenerate orbitals

with site-diagonal disorder is

where {t,} is the set of identically distributed independent ranc'om variables

drawn from a rectangular distribution — W/2 < e, < W/2. We assume that



the band is half-filled (i.e. the number of electrons n=N). The dc conductivity

is given by the Kubo-Greenwood formula

f*)6{t* - <* - M (2)
Or,/?

in the limit u> —> 0. Here $ a , $^ are the exact eigenstates for a given real-

ization of the quenched disorder, subject to the periodic boundary condition

with period L. We assume unit lattice constant so that L= sample length=

N. Then, operationally, the conductivity cro(L) represents the conductivity

for a ring geometry (circulating current) where the linear response is caused

by a circumferential electric field induced by a ramped magnetic flux linking

the ring. The conductance is then simply rffo{L). The averaged conductivity

< <ro(L) > is evaluated by exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eq.(l)

and using the expression of Eq.(2) with one proviso, however. It is necessary

to give a finite resolution "17" to the otherwise infinitely sharp delta-function

in Eq.(2). This is essential6 in that for a finite system with the perodic

boundary condition, the eigenvalue spectrum is discrete. The finite smearing

(or equivalent Dingle broadening) of the delta function thus smoothens the

otherwise fine-grained finite-size resonances and fluctuations as the length is

varied for a fixed Fermi energy. For a real finite system this smearing-out of

the otherwise sharp resonances is inherent in the coupling of the eigenstates

of the sample to the scattering-state continuum of the terminal leads. The

latter corresponds to the scattering ("radiative") boundary conditions at the

two ends and effectively gives the Dingle broadening. In our calculation we

have chosen the resolution window 7/ so as to have at least one level within

the window. This is checked by looking at the ensemble averaged density of

states it must be smooth then. This coarse graining, of course, also tends

to lessen the mesoscopic fluctuations that arise from the non-self averaging

nature of the conductance.

In Fig.l we have plotted our ensemble averaged conductivity < cro(L) >



and the conductance < G{L) > against L up to L=200. Ensemble averaging

has been carried out over 40 realizations of the quenched disorder. We have

taken a rectangular distribution for the random site energies of relative width

W/B = 0.00025 < 1, where B= 4t is the band width of the undisordered

lattice. Figure 2 gives the same plots for a much larger disorder W/B= 0.025.

From Fig.l we see that the size-dependent conductivity < cro(L) > is finite

and well behaved, and increases monotonically with increasing length. The

ensemble averaged conductance < G(L) >— £ < ao{L) > on the other hand

initially decreases with length and shows a shallow minimum if we look at

the envelope shown in dotted line. By focussing attention on the envelope

we discount the residual effect of finite size resonances that survive coarse-

graining. We could not go to larger L for computational reasons. We did,

however, check for a single large length L= 400 and found in case of weak

disorder W/B= 0.00025 that < G(400) > = 0.274e2/ft and < <ro(400) > =

\09.7ae2/k, where a is the lattice constant, and for stronger disorder W/B =

= 0.025 we found < G(400) > = 0.006e2/A and < <ro(400) > = 2.42ae2/A.

Our numerical results can be understood in terms of the Thouless (meso-

scopic) expression for the scale (L) dependent conductance7.

where 6E and AE are, respectively, the length dependent level shift (due to

phase-twist, e.g. periodic to antiperiodic boundary condition) and the level

spacing at the Fermi-level. In general 5E < AE. Thouless conductance is a

two-probe conductance in the sense of Landauer8. Thus, in the absence of dis-

order (i.e. a perfect sample connected to two terminal reservoirs or the ballis-

tic regime L < /<., where /c is the elastic mean free path), 8E essentially equals

AE (i.e. bonding to antibonding phase twist shifts the spectrum by one level-

spacing) and hence G{L) = e2/?rfi, the Sharwin contact conduc j,nce. In the

presence of scattering, however, conductance is scale dependent and we are



outside the ballistic regime, we can now identify three length scales — the

inner, the intermediate and the outer length scales, corresponding respec-

tively to le < L < Lph ( = phase randomization length3), Lph < L < L;oc

and L > Lioc, where Lph, is the phase randomization length and L;oc is the

localization length. In the inner scale regime we expect < 5E(L) >oc 1/L2,

being the kinetic energy cost of phase gradient, while the mean level spacing

< AE >~ 1/L. However, the level spacing fluctuates and is expected to

obey the Wigner statistics p(x) = ^e~^2 with x - AE/ < AE >, i.e. there

is a hole in the level-spacing distribution reflecting avoided-crossing due to

Fermi-repulsion. This gives < l/AE >oc L. Thus, < G(L) >oc 1/L. In

the intermediate scale (L > Lph) different parts of the sample begin to get

phase-uncorrelated and the level spacing for the whole sample becomes expo-

nential (i.e. level density becomes Poissonian) subject, of course, to the con-

dition AE > 6E{~ 1/L2). This gives < ^ >~ fSE ( ^ ) p{AE)dAE with

p(AE) ~ ' €-&E/<AE>_ The upper limit of integration is unimportant

here so long as it is > < AE >. This gives < -^ >oc <A
1

E> {-In < AE >) ex

LlnL. Thus we get < G{L) >ot (l/L)lnL. The same argument for the

outer limit L > Lloc gives < G{L) >oc L2e~L/Lloc. For L > L(oc, the fall

is exponential. It is clear that the cross-over from G(L) oc 1/L2 through

< G{L) >oc (l/L)/nL can involve a conductance minimum. In this heuristic

treatment we have ignored the fluctuations of SE and concentrated only on

the fluctuations of A£, because the latter occurs in the denominator in the

expression for G(L) and refers to two nearest-neighbour eigenstates while SE

refers to a single eigenstate property. The scale dependence of conductance

< G{L) > in the three length scales shows up more dramatically in the scale

dependent conductivity, namely < a{L) ><x L°, L2ln L and L3e"L/I"«, re-

spectively, in the three regimes. The rise of conductivity with length for weak

border in the intermediate length scale is clearly seen in our Fig.l.



In conclusion, we have studied numerically the length-scale dependence

of the ensemble averaged conductivity and conductance for ID Anderson

model. Our results suggest three different scaling regimes with cross-overs.

There is some evidence for a conductance minimum in the intermediate length

scale regime. These results agree with our heuristic argument based on the

Thouless conductance formula and the Wigner level spacing fluctuation, and

support our earlier conjecture for conductance minimum.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: (a) Ensemble averaged conductance < G(L) > as function of

sample length (L). The dotted line gives the envelope as guide to the eye.

(b) Ensemble averaged conductivity < ao{L) > as function of L. The dashed

line gives the envelope as guide to the eye. Both plots are for a disorder

W/B= 0.00025. The conductivity <TO(L) is in ae2jh units, where a is the

lattice constant.

Figure 2: Same as in Fig.l but for larger disorder, W/B= 0.025.
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